Abstract-Distributed hash tables (DHT) need to route requests in a scalable way. Although several solutions do exist, they often require nodes to connect to each others in a given way. Greedy routing schemes based on virtual coordinates taken from the hyperbolic plane have attracted some interest in recent years. Such schemes can be used for building distributed hash tables while letting the nodes connect to the others as they wish. In this paper, we define a new scalable and reliable DHT system based on the use of hyperbolic geometry. We provide a scalability analysis and we assess its efficiency by performing simulations. Results show that our DHT system brings more flexibility to the nodes while still being scalable and reliable in presence of churn.
I. INTRODUCTION
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) such as Chord [1] , CAN [2] , Pastry [3] , Tapestry [4] and Kademlia [5] have been extensively studied for their potential to provide scalable data storage and retrieval to various wide scale P2P applications. Existing solutions all have their pros and cons as shown in [6] but they usually have to set up constrained topologies.
We propose a system called Cloak able to build an overlay network without imposing a particular topology on the nodes (such as a ring, a tree or a hypercube). Each overlay node manages its portion of the addressing space and nodes can connect arbitrarily to each other. They can join and leave the P2P network efficiently without the cost of maintaining any global knowledge. Our approach is based on the work of Kleinberg [7] that we have enhanced in order to manage a dynamic topology able to grow and shrink over time. We also propose a specific mapping function to store (key;value) pairs on the overlay nodes such as to make retrieval efficient and to avoid overloading a particular area of the overlay. We have carried out analysis and simulations to demonstrate the potential of our proposal in terms of scalability and reliability to build a DHT using hyperbolic coordinates. This work is a follow up of our previous work [8] describing the use and limitations of the hyperbolic plane as a virtual addressing space.
In this paper, our contributions are as follows:
• We describe the distributed addressing and greedy routing algorithms used by the DHT overlay (Section II).
• We define the mapping algorithm used by our DHT system (Section III).
• We compare the complexity costs of our solution to various existing DHTs (Section IV).
• We provide the results of our performance evaluation obtained by simulations (Section V).
II. HYPERBOLIC GREEDY EMBEDDING AND ROUTING
The model that we use in our system to represent the hyperbolic plane is called the Poincaré disk model. In the Poincaré disk model, the hyperbolic plane is represented by the open unit disk of radius 1 centered at the origin. In this specific model:
• Points are represented by points within this open unit disk.
• Lines are represented by arcs of circles intersecting the disk and meeting its boundaries at right angles. In this model, we refer to points by using complex coordinates. An important property of the hyperbolic plane is that we can tile it with polygons of any sizes, called p-gons. Each tessellation is represented by a notation of the form {p, q} where each polygon has p sides with q of them meeting at each vertex. There exists a hyperbolic tessellation {p, q} for every couple {p, q} obeying (p − 2) * (q − 2) > 4. Our purpose is to partition the plane and address each vertex uniquely. We set p to infinity, thus transforming the polygons into a regular tree of degree q. This particular tiling splits the hyperbolic plane in distinct spaces and constructs an embedded tree that we use to assign unique addresses to the vertices (that we call nodes hereafter). We call addressing tree this embedded spanning tree that covers all the nodes.
In the Poincaré disk model, the distances between any two points z and w are given by curves minimizing the distance between these two points and are called geodesics of the hyperbolic plane. To compute the length of a geodesic between two points z and w and thus obtain their hyperbolic distance d H , we use the Poincaré metric which is an isometric invariant given by the formulae:
This formulae is demonstrated in [9] and used by the greedy routing algorithm 2. Through the paper, we call peers or nodes, the members of the overlay. The first step in the creation of an overlay is to start the first peer and to choose the degree of the addressing Algorithm 1 Calculating the coordinates of a peer's children. 1: procedure CALCCHILDRENCOORDS(peer, q) 2:
angle ← 2π/q
4:
childCoords ← peer.Coords
for 1 → q do 6: ChildCoords.rotationLef t(angle) 7: ChildCoords.translation(step) 8: ChildCoords.rotationRight(π) 9: if ChildCoords = peer.P arentCoords then 10: STORECHILDCOORDS(ChildCoords) 11: end if
12:
end for 13: end procedure tree. The hyperbolic coordinates (represented by a complex number) of a node of the addressing tree are used as the address of the corresponding peer in the overlay. Any node of the tree can attribute the addresses corresponding to its children in the tree. The management of the addressing space is thus distributed because a node can compute the coordinates of its children only by using its own coordinates and applying the algorithm 1. The degree of the tree thus determines how many addresses each peer will be able to give. The degree of the tree is defined at the beginning for all the lifetime of the overlay. The overlay is then built incrementally, with each new peer linking to one or more existing peers and obtaining an address from one of its neighbors. In our overlay, a new peer can connect to any other peer at any time in order to obtain an address. If a peer has no free address left, it replies with the list of its neighbors to enable the new peer to extend the search for obtaining an address. Over time, the peers will leave the overlay until there is no peer left which is the end of the overlay. The algorithm 1 shows how to calculate the addresses that can be given to the children of a peer. The first peer takes the hyperbolic address (0;0) and is the root of the tree. The root can assign q addresses while all other nodes can assign q − 1 addresses.
When a new peer has connected to peers already inside the overlay and has obtained an address from one of those peers, it can start sending DHT request packets (PUT and GET) as explained in section III. The routing process is done inside each peer on the path (starting from the sender) by using the greedy algorithm 2 based on the hyperbolic distances between the peers. When a packet is received by a peer, the peer calculates the distance from each of its neighbors to the destination and forwards the packet to its neighbor which is the closest to the destination. If no neighbor is closer than the peer itself, and the peer is not the destination, the packet has reached a local minima and is dropped. This can happen when the addressing tree is broken by a failed peer or link and when no shortcut link exists to bypass this failed peer or link. Of course, this failure is expected to be temporary as the failed peer may restart or a new peer may take its place in Algorithm 2 Routing a packet in the overlay. 
p min = peer 6: for all neighbor ∈ peer.N eighbors do 7: n = neighbor.Coords return p min 15: end function the meantime. In a real network environment, link and peer failures are expected to happen often. If the addressing tree is broken and can not be restored as described above in a reasonable amount of time, a partial readdressing can occur. To perform the readdressing, the peers located beyond the failed peer or link (i.e., having addresses derived from the failed or unreachable peer's address) will flush their addresses and attempt to obtain new addresses from peers still inside the tree. Some peers may have first to reconnect to other peers in order to restore connectivity.
III. HYPERBOLIC DHT
In this section we explain how our overlay system stores and retrieves the (key, value) pairs that are used by the applications. Our solution is a structured DHT system that uses the distributed addressing and the greedy routing algorithms presented in section II.
A (key, value) pair is called a binding. Figure 1 shows how and where a given binding is stored in the overlay. A binder is any peer that stores these pairs. The depth of a peer in the addressing tree is defined as the number of parent peers to go through for reaching the root of the tree (including the root itself). When the overlay is created, a maximum depth for the potential binders is chosen. This value is defined as the binding tree depth. All the peers that have a depth less or equal to the binding tree depth in the addressing tree may hold bindings and thus be binders.
When a peer wants to store an entry in the DHT, it first creates a key by hashing the key string with the SHA-1 algorithm. It then divides the resulting 160-bit key into r equally sized 160/r-bit subkeys (for redundancy storage). This r factor is chosen arbitrarily and can be set to whatever value depending on the amount of redundancy required. In absence of redundancy, the peer selects the whole key. Then the (sub)key is mapped to an angle by a linear transformation. The angle is given by:
The peer then computes a virtual point v on the unit circle by using this angle:
Next the peer determines the coordinates of the closest binder, given its Euclidean distance, to the computed virtual point above by using the given binding tree depth. In the figure we set the binding tree depth to three to avoid cluttering the figure. It's important to note that this closest binder may not exist in reality if no peer is currently owning this address. The peer then sends a PUT request to this closest peer. This request is routed inside the overlay by using the greedy algorithm of the section II. If the query fails because the binder does not exist or because of node/link failures, it is redirected to the next closest binder which is the father of the computed binder. This process continues until the query reaches an existing binder peer which can be any peer on the path from the computed closest binder to the center peer. Upon reaching an existing binder, the pair is stored in that binder. The query can thus go up the addressing tree to the center peer having the address (0;0) which is the farthest binder. The path from the computed closest binder to the farthest binder is defined as the binding radius.
This process ensures that the pairs are always stored first in the binders closer to the unit circle and last in the binders closer to the disk center. If the addressing tree is imbalanced, many pairs may be stored in peers close to the center thus overloading them. In order to solve this issue any binder peer will be able to set a maximum number of stored pairs and any new pair to store will be rejected and the query redirected as above. Furthermore, to provide redundancy, the peer can repeat the storing process described above for each of the other r − 1 subkeys. Thus r different binding radiuses can be used and this will improve the evenly distribution of the pairs. In addition, and still for redundancy purposes, a pair may be stored in more than one peer of the binding radius. A binder could store a pair and still redirect its query for storing it in its other ancestor binders. The number of stored copies of a pair along the binding radius may be an arbitrary value set at the overlay creation. These mechanisms enable our DHT system to cope with an non-uniform growth of the overlay and they ensure that a pair will be stored in a redundant way that will maximize the success rate of its retrieval. The number r of subkeys and the number of copies in a given radius are parameters that can be set at the creation of the overlay. Increasing them leads to a tradeoff between improved reliability and storage space cost in binders.
Our solution has the property of consistent hashing: if one peer fails, only its pairs are lost but the other binders are not impacted and the whole system remains coherent. However, this property does not hold true when a partial readdressing takes place as explained in Section II. In this case, all the pairs stored in the peers having addresses derived from the failed or unreachable peer's address are lost. Hopefully this is not a big issue because, as in many existing systems, pairs will be stored by following a hybrid soft and hard state strategy. Thus a pair will have to be stored by its creator every δt period of time otherwise it will be flushed by the binders that store it. These periodic store messages will ensure that pairs lost by a partial readdressing will be restored after at most δt period of time. A delete message may be sent by the creator to remove the pair before the end of the period. We analyze the influence of the degree of the addressing tree on the query success rate and the query path length in Section V.
IV. SCALABILITY ANALYSIS
We provide in this section a brief complexity analysis of our proposal and compare the results with other existing DHT systems. We first define the four metrics that we use in our analysis. These metrics were defined and used in [6] and [10] . 1) Hops: this metric counts the average number of peers to go through to reach the destination. 2) Paths: this metric counts the average number of paths that are crossing any given peer. 3) States: this metric counts the number of states that must be stored in a peer for the routing to work, it is typically equal to the number of entries found in the routing table of the peer. 4) Churn messages: this metric counts the average number of messages that are exchanged when a peer joins or leaves the overlay. In our system, the peers in the overlay connect to each others as they wish, thus no strict topology is enforced. Any peer can have as many links as it can with other peers and one link is of course a minimum to connect to the overlay. The only requirement is that the embedded addressing tree which is a spanning tree of the overlay shall remain valid for the greedy routing to work.
Because any overlay will be at least (when no redundant links exist) composed of its addressing tree, the distances between any two nodes are expected to be of the order of O(log(n)) hops. If the peers have a large number of redundant links (i.e., links not belonging to the addressing tree), the distances will be much shorter. If the overlay topology takes the form of a scale free network, the distances will be the order of O(log(log(n))) as shown in [11] . Whatever the topology, the number of paths crossing any one peer (its congestion level) will have an expected probability of at most O(log(n)/n).
When a peer joins the overlay, only its neighbors (i.e., those having setup a link with the new peer) need to update their state information which bears a message cost complexity independent of n. Similarly, when a peer leaves the overlay, only its neighbors need to update their state information also giving a message complexity cost being of the order of O(1). However, if the addressing tree is broken and can not be restored in a reasonable amount of time as explained in section II, a partial readdressing can occur for peers having addresses derived from the failed or unreachable peer's address. In this latter case, which is expected to be very uncommon, the message cost complexity is expected to be of the order of O(n).
Readdressing is needed to provide to the peers the ability of connecting to whatever peers they want. If we force some peers to connect to some specific peers for restoring the addressing tree (as done by Chord, where a peer's IP address determines to which peers it must connect) then the message cost complexity is expected to be of the order of O(1) for a leaving peer. Thus readdressing must be seen as a costly feature that can be opted out if performance is desired over flexibility.
Because we use a greedy routing, we do not construct and maintain routing tables and the number of states to maintain in any one peer is only equal to the number of its neighbor peers which does not grow with n thus giving a constant complexity cost being of the order of O (1) . Table I compares the complexity costs of the four above defined metrics of various DHT systems including our solution. For CAN, d is an integer equal to or greater than 2 and thus 0 < 1/d < 1. The results presented in this table have been gathered by using the data published in [6] and [10] as well as from our previous analysis. Because of the rules pertaining to the O notation, log functions with different constant bases are considered equivalent. 
In this section, we present the results of the simulations that we have carried out to assess the practicability of our addressing, routing and binding system based on hyperbolic coordinates. We have used our packet driven discrete event network simulator called nem for obtaining the results concerning the evaluation of the dynamic behavior of Cloak. In order to evaluate our overlay system on a realistic topology, we have used a 4k-node IP Internet map created from real data measurements.In all simulations, the first peer creating the overlay is always a randomly picked node of the map. We have considered that only some part of the nodes of a map at any given time are acting as overlay peers. The simulator's engine manages a simulation time and each overlay peer starts at a given time for a given duration on a random node of the map. The peer that creates the overlay remains active for all the duration of a simulation. The packets are delivered between the nodes by taking the transmission time of the links into account. Peers bootstrap by contacting the node that holds the peer that created the overlay, search for other peers to which they can connect, obtain an address from one of the peers they are connected to and send data or requests messages. This process models the birth, life and death of the overlay.
The number of new peers is set to 30 per minute with random inter-arrival times set with a probability following an exponential distribution. Each peer has a random lifetime set with a probability following an exponential distribution with λ = 10e − 5 which gives a median value of 300 seconds and a 90th percentile value of 1000 seconds. As each dynamic simulation lasts for 1 hour, this distribution of the peers' session lengths produces a lot of churn. The peers create overlay links with other peers by selecting those which are closer in terms of network hops. Finally, we collect measurements every 600 seconds. Each point shown on the following graphs is the average value of 20 runs, and the associated standard deviation values are plotted as error bars.
The frequency of the PUT requests generated by each peer is 1 every 30 seconds. The frequency of the GET requests generated by each peer is 1 every 5 seconds. We do not consider any redundancy parameters for now. Thus a pair is stored on one peer only. As explained in section III, we fix here the binding tree depth to 8.
We observe the influence of the addressing tree degree on the performances of the PUT and the GET requests. More precisely we measure the rate of success as well as the average overlay path length of both PUT and GET requests. Figure 2 shows the percentage of successful PUT requests over the simulation duration. We assume here that only one copy of a binding is stored in the system. We do not yet study the replication strategies explained in section III of this paper. We can see that given the parameters of the simulation, the rate of success is very high despite the churn. Figure 3 shows the average path length of the PUT requests in the overlay network over the simulation duration. The number of peers to go through including the destination before storing a binding varies from 6 to 9 depending on the addressing tree degree. This number is decreasing when the degree is increasing with a diminishing return effect that can be seen starting at degree 16. Figure 4 shows the percentage of successful GET requests over the simulation duration. As for the PUT request, we can see that given the parameters of the simulation, the rate of success is very high despite the churn. Figure 5 shows the average path length of the GET requests in the overlay network over the simulation duration. The number of peers to go through to reach the holder of the binding and including the return trip to the sender of the request varies roughly from 9 to 16 depending on the addressing tree degree. A degree of 4 yields a typical path length of 16, a degree of 8 reduces the path length to 12 and degree values above 8 all yield path lengths between 9 and 10. Thus the overlay hop number is decreasing when the degree is increasing with a diminishing return effect that can be seen starting at degree 16, similarly to the PUTrequests overlay path lengths shown in figure 3. We can conclude that, for the shown simulation results, our binding system has good performances as a structured DHT system. The rate of success of both the PUT and GET requests, for an overlay running for one hour with a total of 1800 peers, is encouraging. The average path lengths of the requests are also acceptable and show typical values for these kind of systems.
To validate the analysis shown in Section IV, we have also carried out simulations with the PeerSim simulator to compare our solution with Chord, Kademlia and Pastry regarding the average number of hops per request. We have used a degree of 24 for Cloak. We have tested various networks sizes ranging from 100 to 12800 by powers of 2 (hence the log scaled xaxis). We have carried out 50 runs per simulation although this seems not enough when looking at the Chord and Kademlia plots. Figure 6 shows that although the Cloak results are a bit above the other systems, they confirm the same expected O(log(n)) hops per request complexity cost. VI. RELATED WORK Many existing DHTs have been extensively described and we refer the reader to the work of Lua et al. [6] for a detailed state of the art of these solutions. Our proposal borrows some elements from these well known DHTs. Our mapping mechanism for placing keys on the unit circle is similar to the one defined by Chord [1] . However, unlike Chord we do not place the peers themselves on this circle but inside the unit disk by using complex coordinates. Similarly to CAN [2] , we use a multi-dimensional coordinate space, but instead of using a d-dimensional cartesian multi-torus, we use the 2-dimensional hyperbolic plane H 2 . Our greedy routing scheme is based on a properly defined distance metric as done in Kademlia [5] . But unlike Kademlia which is based on the XOR metric, we use the hyperbolic distance defined for the Poincaré disk model of the hyperbolic plane. Another advantage of our greedy routing algorithm as opposed to prefix routing algorithms such as those developed in Pastry [3] and Tapestry [4] , is that it does not rely on routing tables. Only the coordinates of the neighbors of a peer are needed to forward a message. This is highly scalable as the peers do not need to build and maintain routing tables. The idea of using the hyperbolic plane as a virtual address space comes from the work of Kleinberg in [7] . We have extended his work by allowing the network to be dynamic and extensible. Indeed, as we setup an overlay network, we are able to fix the degree of the addressing tree to an arbitrary value and as such to avoid the discovery of the highest degree node. This property enables our algorithms to rely only on local information for distributing addresses and routing messages as shown in section II. Also we have defined a mapping function which is novel, whereas Kleinberg suggested using CAN for implementing a DHT based on hyperbolic coordinates. Our binding radius approach presented in section III can cope with the growth and shrink of the overlay automatically thus optimizing the storage of the keys in a dynamically evolving network. More details concerning the scalability and efficiency of our overlay solution based on hyperbolic addressing and routing can be found in our previous work [8] .
VII. CONCLUSION
Providing storage and lookup services to networked applications by using a DHT system is always a challenging task. Because of its tessellation properties, the hyperbolic plane through the use of the Poincaré disk model is well suited for attributing virtual coordinates to the participating nodes of an overlay network. We have shown that given an appropriate mapping function, it is easy to setup and maintain a consistent DHT structure upon such an overlay. We have thus proposed a DHT system called Cloak that provides to all its members a scalable and reliable binding infrastructure. Our analysis has shown that our proposal is scalable with performances similar to other existing DHTs. Our simulation results have demonstrated that the success rate of the PUT and GET requests always remains above 95% in presence of churn. They have also shown that the number of hops per request is very similar to other existing DHTs. Given the fact that overlay nodes can connect to each other with a high degree of freedom, we are confident that our DHT can be an interesting alternative to current existing DHTs. Our future work will consist in implementing our hyperbolic DHT system in a library and comparing its performances to other existing implementations such as Kademlia and Pastry.
